Rana
The classic, sophisticated design of the Rana light makes it the perfect solution for private offices and workstations alike. The
pivoting head provides custom positioning for perfect illumination levels. Energy efficient and environmentally friendly, the Rana
uses only 5.6 watts on the high setting. With full range dimming, brushed nickel finish, and the most advanced LEDs available, the
Rana takes task lighting to the next level.

Rana™

For more information about how elio could benefit your retail
facility, please contact one of our dedicated professionals at

Bright ideas for desk lighting.

1-888-871-8860.

To view more LED lighting solutions, visit us online at:
www.elio-itc.com

© elio A division of ITC Incorporated
230 E. Lakewood Blvd.
Holland, MI 49424
616-396-1355

Our job is to make your job easier.
elio/ITC’s commitment to listening and responding to
customer needs is what sets our team apart. Top to bottom,
we’re known for exceeding customer expectations. From
helping to develop custom solutions to making sure your
products arrive on time and complete, we’re always at your
service!
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The Ergonomics of Light

The Energy Savings of Light

It’s common knowledge that proper seating and posture have a significant effect on worker comfort, but what about lighting? The

A common misconception of LEDs is that they are too expensive. While the initial purchase cost may be higher than a fluorescent light,

ergonomics of lighting is just as important as your desk chair and many studies show that poor lighting can lead to headaches and

many times they are similar pricing. Given the longer useful life, lower wattage and environmentally friendliness of LEDs, they become

eye fatigue. Just like the adjustments on a desk chair there is not one simple solution for poor lighting. It needs to be a combination

the more cost effective option. Significant savings cannot be achieved by simply replacing a fluorescent with an LED but needs to start

of good design and high quality products. Lowering ambient light levels and specifying task lights is a good starting point, and

with lowering the ambient light levels. By reducing the overall foot candles (FC) in the room from the old standard of 100 FC to the new

considering an estimated 79% of workers desire to have more control over their workspace, task lights are a simple and affordable

recommended level of 40 FC, building owners can save an estimated $593.85 per 200 sq. ft. office.

way to give workers the flexibility they need.

Maia™

Maia

OrionTM

Orion

The Maia light’s sleek and contemporary design, and white or silver

Orion’s lightweight and contemporary design is the perfect solution for any

color options will complement any office interior. Multiple points of

modern office. The multifunctional lighting controls include white, white/

articulation allow for easy positioning, while full range dimming provides

blue combo and blue only, allowing for unique and customizable lighting

users with light levels from 19 FC on low, all they way up to 84 FC on

options. Energy efficient, mercury and UV free LEDs make the Orion a perfect

high. The optional occupancy sensor helps reduce energy costs and

replacement for fluorescent lighting. The energy savings, long life, and unique

contributes to LEED points. The flexibility and superior functionality of

design of the Orion light will make your next project a success.

Maia make it the perfect solution for your task light needs.
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